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Foreword
One of the most significant provisions today in contemporary international
telecommunications law dealing with cyber security and infrastructure protection
arose almost by chance in 1988. This provision is known as Art. 9.1b in a treaty
instrument called the International Telecommunication Regulations, and obligates
countries to "avoid technical harm to the operation of the telecommunication
facilities of third countries" for internets spanning national boundaries. Such
obligations potentially include setting and adopting standards, monitoring traffic
flows, cooperation among parties, establishing implementing national laws, and
instituting enforcement mechanisms.
The 9.1b provision was added during negotiations at a formal treaty making
conference whose principal purpose was to create a treaty for public
telecommunications and internet infrastructures. A major aim was to allow for the
first time, the transnational interconnection of open national internet facilities for
service to the public. The infamous Morris Worm incident occurred just a few
weeks prior to the conference. It was the first significant attack within the
DARPA-NSF internet infrastructure and resulted in virtually their entire internet
at that time ceasing to function.
As a result of this first dramatic failure of internet infrastructure, the Art. 9.1b
provision was crafted to effect an obligation among signatory nations that if they
allow transnational internet capabilities, they are under a cyber security obligation
to take steps to avoid technical harm. This short paper on the occasion of the
ITU’s Meeting on Cybersecurity in June 2005, describes this historic
cybersecurity law development 17 years earlier.

Drafting a Treaty for Public Digital Internets
During the late 70s and early 80s, digital internet technologies moved forward
rapidly. Quickly the Integrated Services Digital Network and X.25 packet
networks evolved to encompass internet technologies and applications. This led
to the creation of large scale industry standards initiatives in the ITU and other
1
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major standards bodies to develop the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) suite
of specifications and administrative arrangements.
Against this background of technology development and industry activity,
discussions emerged between 1980 and 1982 on a new generic treaty instrument
for digital internets that culminated in a consensus at the 1982 Plenipotentiary
Conference “…to establish…a broad international regulatory framework for all
existing and foreseen new telecommunication services.” 2 Over the next several
years, these discussions became a reality in setting a definitive treaty conference
timetable for late 1988.
Much of the vision in driving this historical event is owed to former ITU
Secretary-General Richard Butler of Australia, who understood the critical need
for a global treaty for the new internet world comprised of competitive distributed
facilities and services – including even broadband home networks that were
becoming feasible at the time. In the mid-80s, he took the unusual step of
working with the first organized group of lawyers focusing on digital internet law
organized by one of the most respected legal scholars, the late Anne Wells
Branscomb, and implemented ITU-sponsored meetings of international legal
experts to consider the emerging issues and publish the first book on the subject.3
As the treaty conference approached in 1988, technical experts and national
monopoly providers found it difficult wrestle with the far-reaching new open
network, competition, and internet legal issues. In response, he formed his own
staff brainstorming group, and reached out to International Bar Association,
European regulators, and even hosted special preparatory meetings in Geneva.4
For arcane historical reasons, the conference was denominated the World
Administrative Telegraph and Telephone Conference (WATTC) notwithstanding
the Secretary-General’s attempt to adopt a more appropriate name by the ITU’s
interim governing Council. Its output treaty instrument was the International
Telecommunication Regulations.
In the years and months leading up to December 1988, numerous preparatory
meetings and collaborative activities led to a draft of an essential, minimal set of
provisions for digital internetworking for the foreseeable future. These provisions
were not surprising as the basic international arrangements for public
communication network infrastructures tend to be quite similar whether the
technology platform is the electrical telegraph, satellite systems, or internet
protocols. The key features include agreement on a common purpose in
establishing globally internetworked public networks and services, the role of
government in assuring availability, the adherence to some common technical and
operational standards, national security considerations, sharing information,
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prioritization of emergency communications, and settlement mechanisms among
providers.5
What was new in the draft treaty was a unique provision that for the first time
allowed the interconnection of open computer networks and making the services
on those networks available to the public, free from traditional common carrier
regulations. These innovative provisions were included in multiple sections of the
treaty, especially a "special arrangements" article allowing for internets.

Rule No. 1: Protect the Infrastructure
It is worth noting that since the inception of intergovernmental telecommunications collaboration in 1850 at Dresden, the protection of public communication
network infrastructures has been "rule no. 1." All cooperating nations have a
shared obligation to maintain and protect the public communication
infrastructure.6 This rule spans not only wireline networks, but also all
radiocommunications. The most basic underlying foundation for international
cooperation on radio is the avoidance of harmful interference to the signals of
other authorized radio stations.7
This obligation to protect the infrastructure has typically been implemented
through several basic requirements. For 155 years, one requirement has always
been fundamental. Every signatory nation has an obligation to implement
administrative and enforcement mechanisms whereby those who can cause
harm to the network infrastructure or radiocommunications of another
country can be authoritatively identified and contacted, to make that
information available to other signatories, to take actions to mitigate the
harm, and pursue the party causing the harm whether by accident or intent.
During the 1980s, industry experts and especially the visionary internet
naming, email, and mobile code pioneer Jim White, had met for several years in
IFIP’s Working Group 6.5 and the ITU’s CCITT devising a highly innovative,
authenticated internet name system based on hierarchical domains for all
providers, subscribers, network management, and code distribution.8 (The
DARPA internet community would later implement a version of this hierarchical
domain name system that is in common use today.)
In the early 70s, Jim White - who was extraordinarily productive in the initial
DARPA internet academic and research community dealing with distributed and
remote processing - understood well the challenges of open networks allowing
5
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nomadic users and mobile code. He had conceived and written the standards for
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), remote access (telnet), file transfers, email and
resource sharing.9 Leading dozens of other industry experts working in the
CCITT at the time, he knew what it took to maintain and protect open public
internet infrastructure. Together they instituted a combination of technical and
administrative standards for implementation by every nation. As the provisions of
the 1988 treaty began to come together, the use of these infrastructure protection
mechanisms were assumed, and written into the fabric of the draft treaty by
reference.

Enter the Morris Worm
Technical experts in the industry were aware during the 1980s that private
internets were being developed by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), and were beginning to be used on an expanding scale by
academic institutions. Their expansion in the U.S. was fostered by being excluded
from any regulatory oversight or infrastructure obligations as private networks.
This occurred in large measure because the legendary head of DARPA during the
70s who had championed the development of internet technology, Dr. Stephen
Lukasik, subsequently went to the FCC and played a leading role in getting
computer networks generally excluded from any regulation or imposed
obligations under what became known as the Computer II policy.
By 1987, it was not uncommon for industry research engineers to be
connected into the DARPA internet, especially as it began to expand with the
infusion of hundreds of millions of dollars of National Science Foundation grants
to both industry and academic institutions.
By the time of the ITU
telecommunications treaty conference in late 1988 the DARPA-NSF internet
consisted of about 60,000 connected hosts and increasing at better than 100% per
year.10 Some extraterritorial extensions of the largely U.S. infrastructure existed –
primarily through a few major defense and scientific related research facilities in
other countries.11
Just after 18.00 hours on 2 November 1988 – three weeks before the start of
the international treaty conference – essentially the entire DARPA-NSF internet
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infrastructure unexpectedly shut down within a matter of a few hours. Some
connected networks like MIT’s managed to disconnect as they detected that
something was propagating across the entire DARPA internet infrastructure.
In a kind of real-life replay of Watergate investigative journalism in the 1970s,
a young technology reporter on the staff of the New York Times by the name of
John Markoff undertook to discover what had happened. Day after day he wrote
front page articles carried in major U.S. and international newspapers. (See the
appended Annex of Markoff articles.) The public was fascinated that a supposedly
failure-proof national network could fail so completely, so fast. Network
technologists were particularly anxious, since the public telephone network’s new
signaling system and the OSI network protocols were based on the same
technology.
Investigators discovered that a single graduate student by the name of Robert
Tappan Morris – who was experimenting with the replication of computer code –
had unintentionally acted alone and brought down the entire network research
infrastructure. Adding to the intrigue was the irony that John Markoff’s own
version of “Deep Throat” turned out to be a senior scientist at the U.S. National
Security Agency who happened to be Morris’ father.12 The particular kind of
malicious code ultimately was dubbed the Morris Worm, and the precursor of a
whole new world of both malicious viruses as well as unintended code failures
capable of causing widespread collective and individual harm on internets.
One of the elegant features of Jim White’s ITU-T internet domain name
system – even though only partly implemented - is the ability to authenticate
many kinds of network objects, including code. It remains today the primary
means for leading vendors of software and network management code modules to
authenticate their products.13 A meta-namespace emerging from the WWW
community known as Universal Resource Names now encompasses the ITU-T
namespace.14 All of these namespace include the ability to authoritatively identify
a responsible party for a network object or code that emerged out of White’s
seminal work in IFIPS and ITU-T – a fundamental requirement for the protection
of all open public network infrastructures
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A New Treaty Framework for Electronic Communications
At the end of November 1988, representatives of 113 nations gathered in
Australia at the elegant old Melbourne Town Hall for the treaty making
conference on international telecommunications. As they arrived “down under,”
they received the proposals of the USSR administration that had just been
submitted on 24 November – just four days before the opening of the conference,
and were translated and reproduced on the 27th. Of significant interest was the
USSR acceptance of the key provision on allowing international internets crafted
through Secretary-General Butler’s coordination. What they had also done,
however, was to insert a key caveat in their proposed text – “on condition of no
harm to third countries.” 15
This proposed USSR condition was innovative. Although other provisions
dealt with harm potentially resulting from attaching unregulated terminal
equipment, no one had previously dealt with harm arising from traffic on
transnational internets. Subsequent discussions between the USSR delegation
leadership and ITU conference officials made it clear that the provision was a
direct response to the Morris Worm incident.
As the conference got underway, even Secretary-General Butler didn’t
anticipate just how difficult it would be to get global agreement on a common
treaty arrangement for legacy telecommunication networks and the new world of
internets. Conservative national regulatory authorities and government ministries
of legacy monopoly networks came face-to-face with the reality of competitive
computer networking.
During the initial days of the conference, heads of some conference
delegations began filibustering the conference sessions railing against the notion
that networks “outside the club” could be integrated into global internets to be
provided to the public. The subject of invective was the provision of the draft
treaty that Butler had encouraged through a combination of vision and diplomacy
that allowed for the first time not only for transnational internets to be accessible
by the public, but also for application service providers other than approved
common carriers.
After several initial days of unproductive rancor among delegation heads prior
to the conference, the Australian government borrowed its most skilled
international diplomat – the late Dr. Peter Wilenski – who was named chairman of
the treaty conference. Wilenski was extraordinary in getting contentious factions
to work together in several decades of U.N. agency settings, and saved the
conference from ending in either a stalemate, or worse yet - with provisions that
even more explicitly banned the existence of transnational internets available to
the public. Several years later Wilenski would become Australia’s U.N.
ambassador.
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The ITU's Infrastructure Protection Provision for Internets
As the negotiations under Wilenski’s chairmanship got underway, one of the
principal issues of the conference began to surface – the potential for substantial
damage to public network infrastructures by making them more open. These
concerns were articulated in several proposals going to network terminal
attachments, in the USSR internet-related proposal, and in countless interventions
by national delegations.
The dialogue on these contentious subjects – new services available to the
public, new kinds of operators, internets, harm to the infrastructure – all played
out through long Working Group C sessions running day and night during the first
several days of the conference. Finally, Chairman Wilenski formed an Ad Hoc
Group of the Plenary to resolve the issues and achieve an acceptable solution. On
the morning of Friday, 2 December 1988, at 9:21 AM, the matter came to a head
at the 3rd meeting of the Group.
The first intervention was that of Brazil who urged that the USSR text
combined with that of France and Japan and serve as part of a “common ground”
agreement among a number of delegations on allowing internet access to be made
available to the public. During the next hour, 20 developed and developing
countries in succession all supported the proposition. The chair called for a coffee
break. When everyone convened 40 minutes later, the chair asked the USSR to
prepare the final text by the next day and to provide additional detail on their
infrastructure protection clause. The USSR delegate explained what had already
been discussed privately about the Morris Worm, and described it to the
conference as “some kinds of traffic could damage the facilities of third
countries,” and that this “was an important legal point.”
For the rest of the morning session of the Ad Hoc Plenary Group, and on into
the afternoon following lunch, the consensus building and text adjustments moved
forward. Much of dialogue revolved around the nature of the obligations – both
technical and administrative – to enhance infrastructure protection. For the most
part, however, the infrastructure protection requirements for internets were cast at
the 3 Dec 1988 meeting. The most significant subsequent change was the
introduction of the word “technical” in the phrase “technical harm” to ensure that
the obligations did not encompass economic harm. Lukasik notes that today,
“while the original idea was to separate technical harm from economic harm, in
the current context of cyber attacks the difference is meaningless. Technical harm
is intended to cause economic harm, not just make computers stop working.”16
The observation underscores the contemporary need for effective definition,
implementation, and continuing evolution of the original intergovernmental
obligations under Art. 9.
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The resulting treaty provisions read:
Article 9
Special Arrangements
¶ 58 9.1

a) Pursuant to Article 31 of the International Telecommunication Convention
(Nairobi, 1982), special arrangements may be entered into on telecommunication matters which do not concern Members in general. Subject to national laws,
Members may allow administrations [or recognized private operating
agency(ies)] or other organizations or persons to enter into such special mutual
arrangements with Members, administrations [or recognized private operating
agency(ies)] or other organizations or persons that are so allowed in another
country for the establishment, operation, and use of special telecommunication
networks, systems and services, in order to meet specialized international
telecommunication needs within and/or between the territories of the Members
concerned, and including, as necessary, those financial, technical, or operating
conditions to be observed.

¶ 59

b) Any such special arrangements should avoid technical harm to the operation
of the telecommunication facilities of third countries.

¶ 60 9.2

Members should, where appropriate, encourage the parties to any special arrangements
that are made pursuant to No. 58 to take into account relevant provisions of CCITT
Recommendations.

At the end of the Conference, all 113 participating countries signed the
provisions. The Secretary-General crafted a press release highlighting the major
issues and accomplishments of the treatymaking conference as encompassing
arrangements for “the provision of international services to the public provided
both by the traditional network operators, as well as the new entrants and
organizations.”17 Two highlighted results were:
The Conference also laid down responsibilities for reciprocal cooperation between
Members, should difficulties arise when services are provided by a foreign operator in
a particular country.
Special recognition was given to Members allowing administrations, recognized
operating agencies or other organizations or persons to enter into arrangements with
counterparts so allowed in another country for the establishment of special
telecommunications networks, systems and services to meet special international
telecommunication needs. As an extension of the very general "special arrangement"
provision of the International Telecommunication Convention (Article 31), the
Conference, in recognizing concerns of sovereignty, endorsed the role of mutually
agreed special arrangements that would include, as necessary, the agreed financial,
technical and operations conditions to be observed by all the parties concerned. These
special arrangements should avoid technical harm to operation of the
telecommunication facilities of third countries. This concept of "technical harm" had
existed for many years in the Radio Regulations, but had not been necessary for
specific and dedicated networks.18
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Implementing the Treaty Provisions
In the years immediately following the 1988 Conference, most countries gave
serious attention to fulfilling their obligations under the new treaty which
subsequently entered into force on 1 July 1990 among most of the world’s nations.
For the most part, the infrastructure protection components involved the
application of relevant CCITT Recommendations relevant to the two principal
internets – the international signalling system and the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) based internets.
In 1995, however, the private DARPA/NSF IP research internet infrastructure
was made available generally to the public, and largely eclipsed OSI internet
platforms in the marketplace. The OSI authentication and network management
technology, together with some its comprehensive domain name system and some
X.400 based email system islands in government agencies, remain successful and
span all internet infrastructures. However, it is IP internet infrastructure that has
expanded on a much larger scale rather than OSI based infrastructures. In the
process of this evolution and expansion, the application of the 1988 treaty
provisions on infrastructure protection were largely ignored.
This state of affairs began to greatly concern some of the leaders who had
played such a key role in the 70s and 80s in sponsoring and evangelizing internet
technology and related regulatory forbearance regimes – especially Lukasik.
Operating initially through Stanford University’s prestigious Center for
International Security and Cooperation (CISAC), Lukasik worked with an array of
critical infrastructure and national security leaders and legal scholars such as
Seymour Goodman, Ron Lehman, and others to create an ongoing program
designed to rectify the already growing problems of the original DOD research
platform becoming public infrastructure.19
Not surprisingly, much of the CISAC focus was similar to the substantive
dialogue at the ITU 1988 treaty conference giving rise to the International
Telecommunication Regulations, and some of the envisioned remedies were
similar. Other internet intergovernmental infrastructure protection needs, however,
went considerably beyond those within the scope of the ITU, and resulted several
years later in the formation of provisions within the Convention on Cybercrime.20
Still other needs – such as intergovernmental mechanisms for real-time incident
response have yet to find effective solutions. Lukasik’s holistic intergovernmental
metaview encompasses several different elements of an Agency for Information
Infrastructure Protection.21
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The ITU's Infrastructure Protection Provisions in the 21st Century
Seventeen years after the establishment of infrastructure protection provisions in
the International Telecommunication Regulations at Melbourne, there seems to be
a newfound, growing appreciation for the subject. Growth and innovation are
being balanced with Rule No. 1 – protecting the infrastructure. At global, regional
and national levels, technologists and lawmakers in industry and government are
working together to understand and fashion Next Generation Network
infrastructure protection frameworks and capability requirements.22 There is a
collective realization that there is something worse than not having the latest
broadband infrastructure – it is having no infrastructure at all when it ceases to
function across the entire nation, especially during times of emergency.
Not surprisingly, much of the focus now ongoing on Next Generation Networks
technical standards, administrative requirements, and mandated regulatory
requirements all deal with the management of authenticated identities of network
providers, users, and objects through a common intelligent architecture.23 Today,
a single anonymous nomadic user of a broadband Internet “pipe” – whether
provider or subscriber - can access enormous network resources and adversely
affect millions of other users or even the entire infrastructure.
The core international requirements for infrastructure protection are pretty much
the same as they have always been:
1) global intergovernmental agreement to avoid harm to another country’s
network infrastructure, and
2) implementation of effective administrative and enforcement mechanisms
whereby those who can cause harm to the network infrastructure or
radiocommunications of another country can be authoritatively identified
and contacted, to make that information available to other signatories, to
take actions to mitigate the harm, and pursue the party causing the harm.
In addition to the internet infrastructure protection requirements in the ITU’s
International Telecommunication Regulations, the Convention on Cybercrime
requires the same result. The obligations and needed capabilities are basic,
simple and readily capable of implementation. Most significantly, they are
urgently needed by all the diverse parties in government and industry who
ultimately are responsible for the operating the infrastructure, ensuring its
protection, and pursuing actors who cause harm either maliciously or
unwittingly.
If there is any doubt whatsoever concerning exactly what is needed, the
capabilities at a minimum should include those in the figure below. These
capabilities are not entirely cost free, but they are minimal regulatory impositions,
critically-necessary for national infrastructure protection and other essential public
needs, and even potentially able to earn revenue for providers, such as
authenticated calling/messaging name verification service options.
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Minimal Obligations for Infrastructure Protection and Justice
Cooperation under the International Telecommunication Regulations
and the Convention on Cybercrime Treaties
For all providers of communication services capable of
adversely affecting services or subscribers in an other country:
Sharing among administrations



current trusted provider identity and contact information
the ability to associate such providers with their services

Ability to discover between administrations




current trusted associations between subscribers and the communication
identifiers (e.g., phone number, IP address, etc) that providers use for their
services to those subscribers
instant trusted resolution of minimal (i.e., non privacy sensitive) identifier
associations

There are no other options here.
The global public communications
infrastructure today is facing challenges never experienced by any network or
radiocommunication infrastructures in the past. The harmful activity can be
almost instantaneous on very large scales, and the adverse effects can have
significant national or industry sector economic implications over short periods of
time, or effects that persist for a long time such as identity theft.24 As Lukasik
notes, the legacy ITU harmful interference mitigation and containment regime
crafted over many decades may have implicitly evolved (or needs to evolve) to
assume some of attributes of an arms control regime.
In some instances, the activity may have life-and-death consequences. Those in
industry and government who are investigating or relying on the infrastructure,
need to “resolve” identifiers to trusted information in milliseconds, and be able to
act further to get current, trusted details in seconds. The minimal obligation
capabilities described above underpin and enable almost every requirement that
nations and their citizens expect from their public communications infrastructures.
The treaty provisions exist. The needs certainly exist. The Next Generation
Network technical standards communities are active worldwide developing and
identifying the needed architectures and standards. Regulatory, justice, and
homeland security agencies worldwide are contemplating how to proceed with IP
enabled NGN infrastructure and what capabilities to require. It’s now time for
industry and government together to begin acting in their common interest to
protect their nations’ public communication infrastructure and the people that use
it.
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ANNEX
Unfolding History of the Morris Worm in the New York Times
November 1988
4 Nov 1988

'Virus' in Military Computers Disrupts Systems Nationwide, The New York
Times, November 4, 1988, Friday, Late City Final Edition, Section A; Page
1, Column 4; National Desk, 1138 words, by John Markoff

5 Nov 1988

Author of Computer 'Virus' Is Son Of N.S.A. Expert on Data Security, The
New York Times, November 5, 1988, Saturday, Late City Final Edition,
Section 1; Page 1, Column 1; National Desk, 1629 words, by John Markoff

6 Nov 1988

Whiz's mistake brought life crashing down, St. Petersburg Times (Florida),
November 6, 1988, Sunday, City Edition, NATIONAL; Pg. 1A, 1216 words,
by John Markoff

6 Nov 1988

How a Need for Challenge Seduced Computer Expert, The New York Times,
November 6, 1988, Sunday, Late City Final Edition, Section 1; Part 1, Page
1, Column 1; National Desk, 1462 words, by John Markoff

7 Nov 1988

Computer Invasion: 'Back Door' Ajar, The New York Times, November 7,
1988, Monday, Late City Final Edition, Section B; Page 10, Column 4;
National Desk, 1271 words, by John Markoff

8 Nov 1988

Living With the Computer Whiz Kids, The New York Times, November 8,
1988, Tuesday, Late City Final Edition, Section A; Page 16, Column 1;
National Desk, 974 words, by John Markoff

9 Nov 1988

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY; The Computer Jam: How It Came About, The
New York Times, November 9, 1988, Wednesday, Late City Final Edition,
Section D; Page 10, Column 1; Financial Desk, 1340 words, by John Markoff

9 Nov 1988

Computer Experts Say Virus Carried No Hidden Dangers, The New York
Times, November 9, 1988, Wednesday, Late City Final Edition, Section A;
Page 18, Column 1; National Desk, 794 words, by John Markoff

11 Nov 1988

U.S. Is Moving to Restrict Access To Facts About Computer Virus, The New
York Times, November 11, 1988, Friday, Late City Final Edition, Section A;
Page 28, Column 5; National Desk, 795 words, by John Markoff

24 Nov 1988

USSR submits proposal URS/40/5 calling for infrastructure protection
obligations for internet arrangements

26 Nov 1988

Cyberpunks Seek Thrills In Computerized Mischief, The New York Times,
November 26, 1988, Saturday, Late City Final Edition, Section 1; Page 1,
Column 1; Financial Desk, 1705 words, by John Markoff, Special to the New
York Times, San Jose, Calif.

28 Nov 1988

Opening of WATTC’88

This Annex is courtesy of John Markoff, who still writes seminal technology articles for the
New York Times.
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